
SMART Board™ 600 series 
interactive whiteboard

Take your interactive experience to the next level. The SMART Board 600 series 
interactive whiteboard combines a flexible pen-and-finger system with exceptional 
ease of use. Adaptable, dependable and intuitive, the 600 series has a state-of-the-art 
design housed in a classic interactive whiteboard styling.

Enable hands-on learning
The key to the 600 series is touch. Our Touch Recognition feature allows you to 
write with a pen, erase with the palm of your hand and move objects with your 
finger without having to press buttons, access on-screen menus or replace tools 
in the Pen Tray.

Engage with ease
With a large touch-enabled surface, the SMART Board 600 series interactive 
whiteboard makes it easy to deliver dynamic lessons. You can present material using 
large, vibrant images and students can physically interact with lessons by moving 
letters, numbers, words and pictures with their fingers. In these and other ways, the 
600 series meets the needs of both visual and kinesthetic learners.

Multiply learning potential with multimedia
Add flexibility to your curriculum with Internet access and multimedia resources. 
Explore a website, give a science presentation or take a virtual field trip right from 
the interactive whiteboard. With the ability to add different types of multimedia files 
to your lessons, you can make learning a dynamic experience.

Create compelling lessons
The 600 series interactive whiteboard comes with award-winning SMART 
Notebook™ collaborative learning software, which is the standard for creating, 
delivering and managing interactive lessons. SMART Notebook enables you to 
capture your work as a screenshot that you can edit, or save your notes directly into 
several software applications.

“Young students and old thrive 

on the tactile experience of 

manipulating with their fingers. 

And I definitely appreciate being 

able to interact with the content – 

how could teaching and learning 

get any more hands-on?”

Katie Morrow, Technology 

Integration Specialist, O’Neill Public 

Schools, O’Neill, Nebraska, United 

States
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Key features
Touch Recognition
Write with a pen, erase with your palm and move 
objects with your finger without having to access 
additional tools, on-screen menus or buttons.

Dual-user mode
The SMART Board 600 series interactive 
whiteboard is also available in a dual-touch 
model. With this model, two users can 
simultaneously write in their own separate 
workspaces in SMART Notebook software.

Digital ink
Write in digital ink over applications, websites 
and videos.

Save function
Instantly capture and save notes.

Durable surface
Experience the durability of the hard-coated 
polyester screen. It’s tear proof, optimized for 
projection, compatible with dry-erase markers and 
easily cleaned with whiteboard cleaner.

Active screen size
Select from three standard sizes or two 
widescreen formats.

Wall-mount bracket or floor stand
Install your SMART Board interactive whiteboard 
simply and securely.

USB cable and extenders
Connect the SMART Board interactive whiteboard 
to your computer.

Expansion slot
Use the expansion slot to add hardware upgrades 
to your SMART Board interactive whiteboard.

Comes with SMART Notebook software
The 600 series comes with award-winning SMART 
Notebook software.

Warranty
The SMART Board interactive whiteboard has a 
five-year warranty upon product registration and a 
two-year standard warranty.

Optional accessories
Floor stand
Mobile, height-adjustable floor stand that 
includes heavy-duty locking casters and 
stabilizing safety guards.

USB speakers
Two 15-watt, stereo-amplified speakers.

Specifications
Active screen size
Wide format
Model Area (diagonal)
690  94" (238.8 cm)
685  87" (221.0 cm)

Standard format
Model  Area (diagonal)
680  77" (195.6 cm)
660  64" (162.6 cm)
640  48" (121.9 cm)

Touch-sensitive surface 

USB connection

On-Screen Keyboard, right 
mouse and help buttons

Expansion slot

Pens

Eraser

Pen Tray
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